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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we propose EarTouch, a new sensing 
technology for ear-based input for controlling applications 
by slightly pulling the ear and detecting the deformation by 
an enhanced earphone device. It is envisioned that 
EarTouch will enable control of applications such as music 
players, navigation systems, and calendars as an “eyes-free” 
interface. As for the operation of EarTouch, the shape 
deformation of the ear is measured by optical sensors. 
Deformation of the skin caused by touching the ear with the 
fingers is recognized by attaching optical sensors to the 
earphone and measuring the distance from the earphone to 
the skin inside the ear. EarTouch supports recognition of 
multiple gestures by applying a support vector machine 
(SVM). EarTouch was validated through a set of user 
studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Earphones allow people to listen to music in various 
situations. They also allow the user to operate their 
smartphones in a hands-free manner, such as answering a 
phone call and operating applications of their phones with 
voice commands. More complicated information, such as 
map guidance can also be provided through earphones. As 
these examples show, the usage of earphones is diversified. 
Earphones may be connected via a wire or by a wireless 
connection such as Bluetooth. Moreover, as exemplified by 

Apple AirPods, they are becoming increasingly smaller. As 
a result of these advantageous features, people will be able 
to wear earphones in their daily lives for longer periods of 
time and exchange an increasing amount of information 
through their earphones.  

An earphone is a device that outputs sound, and it is often 
operated through a mobile device. Some earphones can be 
operated via a switch embedded in the wire of the 
earphones as an input device connecting to the mobile 
device. However, when the earphone is small, the wiring-
embedded switch is usually not used, so a new type of input 
method is required.  

Input by voice commands is a powerful method, but it is 
difficult to apply in noisy environments or environments 
where the user cannot speak. As a different idea concerning 
input, attaching a touch sensor to the earphone itself has 
been considered. However, the sensor is so small that this 
input method is limited. The Apple AirPod supports simple 
tapping gestures, but more complex commands require a 
new approach. 

Therefore, we propose EarTouch, a new input method that 
uses the ear as an input surface and allows various input 
gestures with an earphone of conventional size (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Concept of EarTouch: The earphone device 

recognizes the input made by the user pulling the ear (e.g. 
pulling the ear backwards). 

 



As for this method, several optical sensors are attached to 
the earphone. Deformation of the ear is estimated by 
measuring the skin deformation with an optical sensor. The 
optical sensor used is a reflection type, which can measure 
the distance to an object by emitting infrared light and 
measuring the intensity of the light reflected from the 
object. Since the sensors are attached to the earphone, and 
the distance to the skin inside the ear is measured at 
multiple points, the deformed shape can be detected. Using 
the sensor-measured data, gestures identification is 
performed by a support vector machine (SVM). The 
EarTouch can recognize gestures like gently pulling the 
ears up, down, forward, and backward. 

Using the ear as an input interface in this manner has 
several advantages. First, since the ear deforms softly, it 
provides natural tactile feedback to the touching finger, 
thereby enabling the user to input intuitively. Second, the 
ear is a part of a person’s body that they touch naturally; 
therefore, the user can input commands naturally without 
worrying about provoking stares from other people. The 
proposed input method can operate even if the ears are 
covered by the user’s hair or a hat. 

RELATED WORK 

Interacting with Ears 
Several attempts to measure human behavior and extend 
input methods by adding functions to earphones have been 
proposed. For instance, Cord Input is a command-input 
method based on twisting or pulling the wire of an earphone 
[16]. In addition, another developed system utilizes 
reflective optical sensors attached to a set of earphones, and 
the sensors recognize which earphones are fitted to which 
ear and appropriately provide sounds to the left and 
backward ears [9]. Another proposed method uses 
earphones as an input operation via an electrode attached to 
an earphone for measuring movements of the eyes [7]. 
“Earable” has succeeded in measuring expression and 
chewing state by measuring the distance between the 
eardrum and the earphone with a light sensor embedded in 
the earphone [1]. Another proposed method uses ultrasonic 
frequency from a phone to determine which earbud was 
removed [5]. This method allows interactions such as 
answering a phone call by simply removing an earbud. 
Unlike these previously proposed methods, the current 
proposed method, EarTouch, utilizes the ear's skin as an 
explicit input interface without changing the appearance of 
the earphone. 

It is noteworthy that methods based on gestures around the 
ear or interaction by directly touching the ear have also 
been proposed. “FreeDigiter” measures aerial gestures 
performed at a slight distance from the ears [10]. And 
“EarPut” is a device that measures the interaction when the 
rim of the ear is touched by a finger wearing a sensor [6]. 
These measuring devices, however, are bulky and might 
malfunction if the ears are covered by the hair or a hat. In 
contrast to these methods, the proposed method utilizes 

devices that do not change the shape of the original 
earphone. 

Skin as an Input Surface 
The proposed method utilizes the ear as an input interface. 
Many methods using human skin as an input interface have 
been proposed. One such method uses the back of the hand 
as an input interface [12]. As for this method, a wristband-
type device houses an array of optical sensors, and it 
recognizes the position of the fingertip touching the back of 
the hand. Moreover, SenSkin is a band-type device 
equipped with multiple optical sensors [13]. Wrapped 
around the user's arm, it measures skin deformation of the 
forearm. The user can input a gesture generated on the 
forearm such as tweaking or pressing. Another developed 
system recognizes a tapping operation on the skin by 
measuring the vibration propagating in the skin surface [3]. 
A film-type sensor that is stretchable and adapts to the skin 
motion has also been developed [17]. Interactive operations 
for mobile devices using the skin surface of the forearm are 
also being designed [18]. 

To understand peoples’ daily state of mind, measuring the 
motions of the face is important. For instance, the 
movement of the jaw can be measured by light sensor [4]. 
Another developed device measures the distance between 
the skin and the frame of eyeglasses by an array of optical 
sensors on the frame of the eyeglasses [8]. Moreover, a 
system that recognizes facial expressions by that 
measurement device has been proposed. And the 
deformation between the eyebrows has been measured by 
using a light sensor and applied to information 
manipulation [11]. Compared with these studies, the 
proposed method uses the ear as an input surface. 

A device that helps a user navigate by gently pulling their 
ears has been proposed [2]. This device pulls the user’s ear 
left and backward with a clip in order to navigate the user to 
their destination. Moreover, using hand-to-face interaction 
to control an HMD has been investigated [15]. In these 
studies, the ear was also defined as a gesture area, and 
optical cameras and markers were used for tracking. 

 
Figure 2: Principle of proposed method: The sensors attached 

to the earphone measure the skin deformation of the ear. 

 

 



However, compared to these methods, the method proposed 
in the current study is more compact. 

EARTOUCH 

Principle 
Ear deformation is measured by four optical photo 
reflective sensors, which are a combination of an infrared 
LED and a phototransistor, attached to earphones. This 
form of sensor is generally used for measuring the distance 
between a sensor and an object. The set of optical sensors is 
embedded in the earphone, and the distance from different 
points on the earphone to the skin of the ear is measured 
(Figure 2). When the user touches their ear with a finger (on 
the lobule or helix, see Figure 2), a force is applied to the 
ear. The skin inside the ear (antehelix) is deformed by that 
force. As a result, it is possible to recognize with several 
optical sensors that the ear has been touched and deformed 
slightly into different shapes. This recognition is 
determined from the distances from the earphone sensors to 
the points at which the skin changes. 

Hardware 
A device with four optical sensors mounted on an earphone 
(Figure 3). The sensors were installed on the backward 
earphone only. (Note that the sensors may be placed on 
both earphones, thereby allowing interactions with both 
ears.) The optical sensors (SG-105 models manufactured by 
KODENSHI Co., Ltd.) were connected to a microcontroller 
(Arduino Pro Mini, 3.3 V), and data acquired by the sensors 
was transmitted to a PC (Intel Core i7-4770 processor, 8GB 
memory) through XBee. The PC performs gesture 
recognition, which will be switched to a smartphone 
platform in future. The sensors are relatively small (2.7× 
3.2×1.4 mm). As for the prototype, Arduino Pro Mini was 
used; however, in the future, it is planned to utilize the 
Bluetooth connectivity of wireless earphones in order to 
produce a wireless and compact device.  

Directional-gesture Recognition 
The prototype EarTouch device recognizes gestures by 
using the data acquired by the photo sensors. A support 
vector machine (SVM), was used for the gesture 
recognition. The “Support Vector Machine for Processing” 
(PSVM) library was used for the implementation the SVM 
[14].  

A direction dataset for four gestures, i.e., pulling the 
earlobe up, down, forward and backward, was first 
prepared. When the user is wearing the device, learning 
data is accumulated by recording the data acquired by the 
sensors when the earlobe is pulled up and down and 
forward and backward with the fingers a hundred times. 
Before the SVM was applied, an IIR filter was applied to 
the raw sensor data to stabilize it. After learning, by 
repeating the same gesture, the EarTouch system can 
recognize the four different gestures (Figure 4). The PSVM 
provides the probability of how close the input is to each 
basic gestural direction. On the basis of that probability, 
each direction is weighted. This weighting enables the 
Eartouch system to recognize not only the basic four 
directions but also calculate directions on the 2D plane that 
the gestures are formed on. For example, a gesture that 
combines “up” and “forward” can be recognized.  

Symbolic-gesture Recognition 
Using the directional gestures as a base, the user can input 
more complicated gestures. How much (and in what 
direction) the ear is moved from the origin is calculated 
from the direction data. By sampling the directions, the 
system can calculate the 2D points of the trajectory of the 
ear movement.  By sampling the calculated 2D points, the 
user can draw symbols which can be used as input.  

The prototype EarTouch system also allows recognition of 
symbolic-gestures. The SVM and $1 Unistroke Recognizer 
were used for implementing gesture recognition [19]. First, 
the SVM is used to recognize the direction in which the ear 
is pulled (as described in the preceding section). Then, from 
the directional input, a stroke input is created by plotting 
2D points, which were calculated by adding the unit vector 
of the directional input to the previous 2D point. When the 
“neutral” (no pulling direction, see Figure 4) condition is 

 
Figure 4: Five directional gestures. 

 
Figure 5: Five symbolic gestures. 

 

 
Figure 3: EarTouch device (left) and sensor layout when 

inserted in ear (right). 

 

 

 



recognized for a set duration, the system determines this to 
be the end of the gesture, and sends all the 2D points of the 
trajectory to the $1 recognizer as stroke input. Using stroke 
input makes it possible to use the sensor data 
chronologically and thereby expand the variety of gestures 
as well as directions.  

The EarTouch prototype can recognize the following five 
gestures: “line,” “check mark,” “inverted caret,” “square,” 
and “stairs” (Figure 5). In this paper, we tested only five 
gestures but the EarTouch device can recognize complex 
gesture that consists of a combination of simple strokes.  

EVALUATION 

Study 1: Accuracy Concerning Directional Gestures 
A user study was conducted to investigate the recognition 
accuracy of the directional gestures. Participants were 
instructed to hold their ear and pull it in the four directions 
(up, down, forward, and backward) and just hold it (neutral 
direction) without deforming the ear itself. The participants 
conducted the experiment while in two postures (sitting or 
walking). The walking experiment was performed indoors 
in a room, in which the participants walked around the 
room in arbitrary direction and speed. The participants were 
instructed to walk as usual without staying in the same 
place. 

Before data was collected, the participants were instructed 
where to hold their ear and allowed to practice moving their 
ear in each direction only once. They were not instructed to 
pull their ear with a certain force, and they were allowed to 
insert EarTouch in their ear as they would insert any 
earphone. They were told to pull the ear in one of the 
directions for five seconds. The sampling rate of the sensors 
was set to 30 fps, and sensor data was collected for 100 
frames per subject. The 100 frames in the middle of those 
5s were used for training. These procedures were defined as 
one trial. In total, 5000 sets of data were collected per 
participant (i.e., 5 directions × 100 frames × 5 trials × 2 
postures = 5000 sets of data). The order of conditions was 
randomized per participant. 

The participants included six men and two women in their 
20s. One dataset collected from each participant was 
subjected to five-fold cross validation. Sensor data of four 
trials was used as a training dataset, and one trial was used 
as a test dataset. The training dataset for each participant 
was subjected to SVM with a linear kernel. The training 
and the cross-validation were performed on each 
participant. It is necessary to perform training on each 
participant because the shape of peoples’ ears differs.  

According to the results of study 1 (see Figures 6 and 7), 
average recognition accuracy was 89.56% (with SD of 
5.24) when the participants were sitting. That recognition 
accuracy was higher than that in the case of walking 
(80.78% with SD of 12.16). One reason for this discrepancy 
is decreased recognition accuracy in the case of the neutral 
condition while walking compared to that in the case of 
sitting. This was because the user tended to pull their ear 
unconsciously through vibration caused by the movement 
of the body.  

Study 2: Precision after Re-inserting EarTouch 
Another user study was conducted to investigate the 
recognition accuracy for the directional gestures when re-
inserting EarTouch. The same experiment as in Study 1 was 
conducted, except that after each trial, the participants were 
instructed to briefly take EarTouch out of their ear and re-
insert it. The participants included six men and two women 
in their 20s. All of the participants were the same from 
Study 1. For each participant, sensor data of four trials were 
used as a training dataset, and that of one trial was used as a 
test dataset. Add datasets were subjected to five-fold cross 
validation.  

According to the results of Study 2, average recognition 
accuracy for directional gestures was 88.21% (with SD of 
11.86) (see Figure 6). This result shows that it is 
unnecessary to collect more data for the training dataset 
after the earphone is repeatedly re-inserted. It also shows 
that the position in which EarTouch feels comfortable is 
constant. For some participants, recognition accuracy after 
they re-inserted EarTouch was higher than that determined 
in Study 1. For those participants, the earphone often 
tended to slip out of the ear. That problem was caused by 

 
Figure 6: Recognition accuracy of user studies 1 & 2. 

 
Figure 7: Confusion matrix of recognition accuracy when 

sitting. 



the weight of the wiring of the earphone, and it can be 
solved by building the sensor into the earphone. 

Study 3: Accuracy Concerning Symbolic Gestures 
Another user study was conducted to investigate the 
recognition accuracy for symbolic gestures. Participants 
were instructed to input the symbolic gestures shown in 
Figure 5. They sat in front of a display and performed the 
same gestures as those shown randomly on the display. This 
experiment was conducted under two conditions: with 
visual aid and “eyes free.” For the first condition, the 
trajectory of the participants’ gesture input was showed, 
and the participants were allowed to redo their gesture input 
if they were not satisfied. For the second condition, the 
visual aid was hidden, and the participants had to trust their 
intuition and were not allowed to redo their gesture. Before 
the experiment, the participants practiced for a few minutes 
without being shown the recognition result of their input. 
For this experiment, the SVM was first trained with 100 
sensor data per direction. In the training step, the 
participants were to pull the ear in the direction instructed 
and stay in the position while collecting the sensor data. 
The frame rate of the system was set to 30fps. The 
participants included six men and two women in their 20s. 
All of the participants were the same from Study 1 and 2. 

Mean recognition accuracy for symbolic gestures was 
77.43% (with SD of 10.83) (see Figure 8). Recognition 
accuracy was higher without visual aids (79.43% with SD 
of 12.95) compared to that with visual aids (75.43% with 
SD of 8.77). This discrepancy occurs because many of the 
participants were trying to improve their gesture input and 
were going back and forth making the input more 
complicated. On the other hand, in the eyes-free condition, 
the user could not see the trajectory that made them want to 
create a simpler input.  

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
After the studies, factors that caused false positives were 
identified. We have confirmed low recognition error when 
the participants were talking. Slight changes in facial 
expression did not have much effect on the accuracy. This 
is because the ear is a part of the face that cannot be 
deformed easily by facial expressions only. Although some 
people can move their ears without touching them, the 
movement is only slight, like twitching.  

However, when the user is moving intensively, such as 
running or jumping, the frequency of false positives will 
rise because the earphone itself might move. For these 
situations, it is possible to use other sensors, for example, 
acceleration sensors, to recognize the state of the user and 
reduce the frequency of false positives. In addition, as it can 
be seen from the Study section, we used a low number of 
trials for training. We showed that our system can recognize 
gestures with certain accuracy with few examples collected. 
For the future work, we would collect more training data to 
see whether the accuracy will improve and also reduce 
some effects on false positives. 

Also, the proposed method measures the distance from the 
earphone to the inside part of the ear (antehelix). Therefore, 
it cannot be used with earphones that are placed over the 
ear, for example, earphones designed to be used during 
sports. Another limitation is the photo sensors measure 
distance using infrared light, so the recognition accuracy 
might decrease in places under strong sunlight. 

Using photo sensors, however, increases the power 
consumption of the earphones. Power consumption is an 
important factor when using mobile devices. Accordingly, 
for future work, it is planned to switch the IR LEDs on and 
off. To switch the power on and off, one sensor can be used 
to determine the start of a gesture, which signals the rest of 
the LEDs to turn on. In addition, it is planned to investigate 
the difference in power consumption of a wireless earphone 
fitted with or without EarTouch. 

CONCLUSION 
A new interaction method, called EarTouch, which turns 
the ear into an interface input device was proposed and 
experimentally evaluated. Photo sensors attached to an 
earphone measure the deformation of the ear when slightly 
pulled. The method maintains the conventional size of an 
earphone and allows natural eyes-free interaction. 
EarTouch recognizes five basic directional gestures by 
using an SVM. And the recognized directions are used to 
allow the user to input symbolic gestures. In three user 
studies, the recognition accuracy of the gestures in several 
situations was measured. The results of the studies revealed 
that EarTouch achieves a suitable level of recognition 
accuracy. 
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